Managing Editor

Nunatsiaq News is the newspaper of record for the Eastern Arctic. Serving 39 communities and 70,000 readers a week with its website and weekly edition, Nunatsiaq News continues to grow its overall readership. Its editorial team offers credible, in-depth and award-winning journalism, which together with a lively website comment section draws readers from the North, southern Canada and around the world.

Reporting to the Publisher, you would manage an experienced editorial team including eight staff and a number of freelancers. You would post multiple stories to the website each day as well as publishing a weekly edition. You would continue to grow the newspaper by adding editorial resources to expand coverage.

You are an excellent communicator, a skilled editor and writer, with meticulous attention to detail and deadlines. You take initiative in a multi-channel environment of print, web and social media, engaging readers on many platforms. And you are capable of managing a team from a distance, including hiring, compensation, housing, and transportation.

Nunatsiaq News offers competitive compensation, profit sharing, health benefits, and, if based in Nunavut, relocation, housing and travel assistance. Please send resumes to editors@nunatsiaq.com.